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Abstract: 

For my finishing project, I chose to finish Drosophila ananassae fosmid clone 2549E18, 

a 39 kb fosmid of genomic DNA.  The initial assembly presented several difficulties, 

having two major contigs separated by a gap, a few areas of low quality, and a possible 

tandem repeat region. Through several miniassemblies, calling an additional PCR 

reaction, and referring to the Trace Archive and PacBio reads, I was able to confirm most 

of the 39 kb contig with confidence.  

 

Introduction 

In eukaryotic genomes, DNA is usually found in two forms, heterochromatic and 

euchromatic, where heterochromatic DNA is tightly packaged, associated with silencing 

of genes, and found near centromeric regions. On the other hand, euchromatic DNA is 

not tightly wound and thus the genes located in the euchromatic regions are capable of 

genetic activity or transcription. The dot chromosome, or F element (fourth 

chromosome), of Drosophila melanogaster is known for possessing both properties; it is 

therefore important for better understanding of gene transcription and expression 
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regulation mechanisms. D. ananassae is thus of special interest due to its expansion of 

the F element, and possibilities of comparative genomics research with D. melanogaster. 

We thus hope to study these mechanisms by finishing our chosen clones from the dot 

chromosome, and comparing the finished clones to prior finished and annotated 

chromosomes from other Drosophila species.  

 

Initial Assembly 

 The initial assembly can be seen below in Figure 1. Although my initial project 

was mostly assembled into one large roughly 34 kb contig (Contig 11), it still had some 

problem areas and green lines indicating consistent forward/reverse pairs that suggested 

my project was slightly larger. These difficulties in my project were the possible large 

gap between Contig 11 and my next largest contig, Contig 10, and the number of red 

lines or inconsistent mate pairs in Contig 10, which suggested misassemblies in the 

project. There were also several small contigs between Contig 10 and Contig 11 that were 

possibly connected by a number of consistent mate pairs matching them to Contig 11.  

 
Figure 1a Initial Assembly View of 2594E18 

In order to first attempt to resolve the gap, I first reoriented the contigs to ensure they 

were all oriented in the same direction. Then I searched for reads containing my project’s 

fosmid ends to confirm that Contig 10 at the end of Contig 11 was actually part of my 
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project, and not extra data from neighboring projects. I added clone end tags to both 

clone ends and re-ran cross-match.  

 
Figure 1b Reoriented assembly with tagged fosmid ends 

Given both Contigs 10 and 11 were in my project (which were determined since one 

fosmid end was in Contig 11 starting at consensus position 1813 and the other in Contig 

10 starting at position 5076), I next examined the traces to see if the gap in the assembly 

was possibly a misassembly. Since multiple high quality discrepancies were misassembly 

indicators, I navigated to those regions. I then changed the “Threshold for High Quality 

Discrepancy (lowest high)” to 31 (one of the GEP finishing guidelines was to regard 

bases with a quality score of less than or equal to 30 to be low quality), and found a 

multiple high quality discrepancy at position 6869 on Contig 10. 
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Figure 2 Traces of a high quality discrepancy at Position 6869 on Contig 10 

Since the presence of this high quality discrepancy (there were three reads calling high to 

low quality As and four reads calling high to low quality Cs at Position 6869) indicated a 

possible single nucleotide polymorphism or possibly a misassembly, I marked this region 

to tell phrap not to overlap the discrepant reads. Then I broke apart this region by running 

a miniassembly on all the contigs 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. This miniassembly was able to push 

out most the small contigs, as well as created a larger contig that mostly resolved the gap 

and was within my clone ends. 
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Figure 3 Second Major Assembly 

 

Inconsistent Forward/Reverse Pairs 

With the main gap in my project mostly resolved, I next decided to look at all of the 

inconsistent forward/reverse pairs, notably the concentration of these pairs in the largely 

repeated region of Contig 11. After further examination of the reads, I noticed that these 

reads were all joined facing the wrong direction, as they had been placed facing away 

from one another, rather than toward one another in the correct orientation. 

 
Figure 4 Zoomed in view of the cluster of inconsistent reads in the largely repeated 
region 

Fearing they were originally unresolved due to the region’s repetitiveness and that the 

reads were perhaps incorrectly aligned to other similar reads, I pulled them all out (see 

Table 1 for list of read names). Then, after checking the last inconsistent pair, which was 

due to the pair being placed further apart, I pulled it out of the assembly as well. 
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Read Names Contig 

34191611B02.b1 11 

24841211L05.b1 11 

25171211L12.b1 11 

24841211L05.g1 11 

34191611B02.g1 11 

25171211L12.g1 11 

Table 1 List of Inconsistent Foward/Reverse Pairs 

	  

 
 
 

My initial attempt to pull all these reads back into the same contig by running a 

Miniassembly on them was unsuccessful, as the reads either were reassembled back in 

with the same problems or most of them were placed into their own contig (see Figure 6a 

for a later example of Miniassembly placing the reads into their own contigs). I also 

attempted to join each of the reads back in manually by comparing the contigs, yet each 

attempt to do so resulted in more introduced inconsistencies. After pulling out the 

inconsistent reads again, I decided to leave the reads out until I had a more complete 

assembly. I would then try and pull those inconsistent reads back into my assembly. 

Figure 5 Last pair after pulling out all the other unresolved mate pairs 
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However, when I later tried to miniassemble in an attempt to pull in the eight pairs of 

reads, only 2 reads were incorporated, and both introduced another inconsistent 

forward/reverse mate pair (see Figure 6b for the newly introduced inconsistency).  

 
Figure 6a Originally the main contig had 471 reads, but miniassembly managed to 
incorporate 2 more reads, and placed the rest into their own contigs. 

Since these miniassembled unresolved reads are farther apart than expected, I 

hypothesize the inconsistency could be Consed considering them abnormally long (see 

Figure 6b below for the inconsistent pairs), or perhaps those reads do not belong to my 

project.  I thus justified pulling them out and leaving them out of my assembly. 

 

 
Figure 6b Both incorporated reads still caused more inconsistent mate pairs. 
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Low Quality Consensus 

Although I now no longer had a large gap in my main project, I wanted to check 

the rest of my assembly for low quality regions to see if I needed to order PCR reactions. 

When I navigated for low quality consensus regions, I was able to find three regions. 

However, since two of the regions were near the ends of my project, where the low 

quality areas tend to occur, I focused on the one region located around the middle at 

position 17873. Also, I still have confidence in those low quality regions, as the ends will 

be resolved when the projects overlapping those regions are reassembled together. I 

originally marked that area as “dataNeeded” since there were no clear indicators of 

quality data present. Looking at the Trace Window (see Figure 7 below), one of the reads 

(second trace, 34600911E15.g1) even appears to contain double Sanger sequencing calls, 

which suggests this read was misplaced. In fact, although there are clearly distinct peaks 

in the Trace Window in Figure 7 below, it is difficult to be confident in calling any reads 

to that region around position 17873, especially since the region around those bases were 

not of high quality themselves.  
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Figure 7 Low Quality in region around Position 17873 in Contig 18: Several 
clustered peaks in Trace Window 

However, since later inspection found several more low quality bases around 17800, I 

decided to call primers, which would hopefully add additional sequence data to help 

resolve the low quality region. Using the guidelines given to us (for instance, limiting 

melting points of the oligos to those that were as close as possible, an annealing site of 

the oligos anchored in high quality data, and choosing unique strings of bases only 17-28 

bases in length), I designed primers further back spanning from positions 17423-17443 to 

18137-18158 on Contig18 (See below in Figure 8a). 
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Figure 8a List of chosen primers for PCR reactions on Contig 18 

These primers would hopefully generate more data in a low coverage region, as indicated 

by the sharp green line drop around 18,000 (see Figure 8b below). 

 
Figure 8b Region of low quality consensus where the primers were designed 

After a round of sequencing was finally successful, I was able to enter the new reads into 

Contig 18. Due to a series of joins, discrepancy solutions, and cleaned up end reads, 

Contig 18 (originally 40,996 base pairs) was now Contig 69 (only 39,106 base pairs). 

They initially introduced strings and long sections of high quality discrepancies. There 

are several possible explanations. One is that the PCR reads did align correctly in the 

unique regions and possibly contains clean high quality data in the unique regions, but 

the polymerase hit hairpins or other secondary regions and then began to fail. Another 

possibility could be the reads aligned incorrectly to the wrong region, which I believe is 

the main reason, when we examine the PCR reads and the Oligos Tags more closely. The 

joined PCR reads were found in 22706-23503, and 22997-23798 on Contig 69. When I 

Navigated to Oligo Tags, I found the PCR reads were not only in the wrong areas, but 
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they were also reversed (see Figure 9 for Navigation to Oligo Tags and Search for String 

to PCR reads aligned on Contig 69). I then proceeded to pull them out into their own 

contigs, searched for a string of high quality data, and used Compare Contigs to pull them 

back to Contig 69 in the region around 16000. I was able to successfully join the contigs 

with only a few low quality discrepancies (see Figure 10 below for Compare Contigs 

using Consed). 

 

Figure 9 We were able to join two additional PCR reads, however, the reads 
originally did not align in the same regions. 

 
Figure 10 Compared contigs to join one of the PCR reads in the correct region 
around 16000 in Contig 69 

Ultimately, the PCR products did provide some high quality data in regions previously 

tagged “dataNeeded” and now I had higher confidence around the originally low quality 

region, which now had Phred scores of above 30 as required.  
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Figure 11 Called PCR reads added high quality consensus to regions previously 
tagged “dataNeeded” 

 

Single Subclone 

I next looked for other low quality regions, in particular regions covered by only one 

subclone, and found three possibilities. However, only one was in the middle of Contig 

54, while the other two were in regions beyond my project’s fosmid ends. So I did a 

Trace Blast search, with a query from 25100 to 26700, to see if I could find additional 

reads in order to increase confidence in this region. 

 
Figure 12 BLAST search for possible extra reads to add more confidence to this 
region 

Finding two possible additional unique reads, I added both to Contig 54. One 

forward/reverse pair unfortunately created multiple high discrepancies, so I pulled them 

back out. The other pair did cover the region without causing any discrepancies, so I was 
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able to keep it in Contig 54 and have all of Contig 54’s regions covered by two subclones 

and add more confidence in this region of my assembly. 

 
Figure 13 Addition of BLAST reads, Navigate window to regions covered by only 1 
subclone (or none at all): Before and After 

	  
High Quality Discrepancies 

As Contig 54 was mostly assembled, I next navigated to all the high quality discrepancies 

(HQD), and attempted to resolve them (see Table 2 for summary of HQDs). 

Contig Position Problem Resolution 

54 23605 Bases miscalled Manually Changed Read 

Bases 

54 24467 Vector sequence Changed  

54 24944 Bases miscalled 

 

Manually Changed Read 

Bases 

54 30227 Bases miscalled 

 

Manually Changed Read 

Bases 

Table 2 High Quality Discrepancies in the Assembly 

When I examined the trace at Contig 54 in position 23605, the discrepant read had 

irregular spacing at that position and did not have a sharp single peak. Further 

comparison to other higher quality bases as well as examination of the surrounding 

region determined that the region had low quality data, and likely one T had been called, 
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rather than the two T’s that should have been called. I then manually changed the 

discrepant base to a low quality t.  

 

 
Figure 14 High quality discrepancy at position 23605; Read 22366011B12.b1 (below) 
has lower quality traces 

Further examination of high quality discrepancies at positions 24944 and 30227 (where 

both had “*” at the location) has led to the same conclusions in those regions as well. 

When I compare both positions to their surrounding trace regions and other high quality 

consensus reads, the trace signal has spanned two T’s, but Consed has called only one T. 

These discrepancies can be seen in Figure 15 below; the correct result is likely two T’s 

when comparing the peaks’ widths to that of the bases called around the discrepancies. I 

therefore changed the two discrepant bases to low quality t’s, since the other high quality 

reads show distinct peaks with equal spacing, which supported those reads as good 

quality reads.  
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Figure 15 High quality discrepancies at Positions 24944 (above) and 30227 (below). 
The traces around the discrepant bases do not have many clean sharp single peaks 
like the other high quality bases on other reads. The peak width thus indicates two 
T’s.  

On the other hand, on Contig 54 at position 24467, I found a different problem that was 

also attributed to miscalled bases. When I compared the traces to other high quality, the 

discrepancy had very messy Sanger sequencing data, and I initially marked the area as 

“near beginning of the read and in messy sequencing”. I later changed the bases to the 

left to X’s after further consultation, as the discrepancy’s location at the end of the read 

suggested the discrepancy was likely due to uncut vector sequences. This is because the 
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discrepancy was part of sequence “GTGGTGGAA**TTC” and near the beginning of the 

read, both of which suggest that this discrepancy is part of the vector used to create this 

read. Therefore, I clicked the discrepancy and “changed to X’s to left” (see Figure 16 for 

this discrepancy). 

 
Figure 16 High Quality Discrepancy, likely uncut vector sequence on Contig 54 at 
position 24467 

After adding in the additional reads, I also cleaned up the fosmid ends, by changing all 

the consensus bases to X’s right or left of the base next to the tagged fosmid end, which 

ultimately changed Contig 54 to Contig 69. 

 
Figure 17 Cleaned up Assembly View 
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Incorporating PacBio Reads 

As I now had resolved most of my project’s main issues, I decided to export 

Contig 69 to try and find PacBio Reads to give me higher confidence in my current 

assembly. I also hoped to find PacBio reads that would confirm the alignment of Contig 

69’s large repeats by finding reads that anchored in the unique region between the two 

copies of the repeat. After changing the to 1e-150, I was able to find PacBio reads that 

covered every region of Contig 69, which lent greater confidence to my assembly. To 

ensure the PacBio reads aligned well to Contig 69, I ran individual BLAST searches with 

Contig 69 as the Subject sequence and the PacBio read as the Query sequence. Although 

the dot matrix of some of the reads had small repeats (such as read 

m130730_080846_00116_c100542012550000001823090711241384_s1_p0/82474/0_78

75,), and some had small gaps (such as read 

m130730_011946_00116_c100542012550000001823090711241381_s1_p0/91386/0_34

90), I was able to address the smaller issues by finding another PacBio read that covered 

those regions without the discrepancies. 
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# Read names Orientation 

as seen on 
dot matrix 

1 m130730_011946_00116_c100542012550000001823090711241381_s1_p0/
91386/0_3490 

Reverse 

2 m130730_080846_00116_c100542012550000001823090711241384_s1_p0/
82474/0_7875 

Reverse 

3 m130730_080846_00116_c100542012550000001823090711241384_s1_p0/
27204/0_4199 

Forward 

4 m130730_033606_00116_c100542012550000001823090711241382_s1_p0/
86445/0_7173 

Reverse 

5 m130730_011946_00116_c100542012550000001823090711241381_s1_p0/
32707/193_5607 

Reverse 

6 m130730_124359_00116_c100542012550000001823090711241386_s1_p0/
76820/0_5826 

Reverse 

7 m130730_033606_00116_c100542012550000001823090711241382_s1_p0/
107104/0_9371 

Reverse 

8 m130730_102506_00116_c100542012550000001823090711241385_s1_p0/
98103/0_9632 

Forward 

Figure 18 Contig 69 confirmed by PacBio reads: Above- Dot matrixes, with Query: 
PacBio and Subject: Contig 69; Middle- BLAST alignments of PacBio reads to 
Contig 69; Below-Table of PacBio reads 

	  1	  

4	  

2	   3	  

6	  5	  

8	  7	  
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However, I was not able to find a complete large read that covered my last repeat, the 

possible tandem repeat. When I went to look more closely at the PacBio reads, I 

discovered that this lack of covering reads was due to the location of my repeat, which 

was near the end of Contig 69.  

	  
Figure 19 Used BLAT to identify PacBio reads that lend confidence to the mapping 
of repeated regions of Contig 69, but it also located a large portion of unique 
sequence, as indicated by the long black bar without red lines, or discrepancies in 
the middle of my sequence according to the BLAT search 

Since the PacBio data indicated there were several reads that did anchor in a large unique 

region in between the two repeats, I have relatively high confidence that the repeats are 

located in the correct locations on Contig 69. They likely were unable to be incorporated 

into the BLAST search because a large portion of those PacBio reads extended beyond 

my project’s contig, and so would have had no sequence on which to match. 

 
Figure 20 PacBio read that had 99.99% coverage on the large repeat on Contig 69 
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Finishing Checklist 

Last, I ran the final checks in the provided Genomics Education Partnership Finishing 

checklist. There were no X’s and no N’s. Only one mononucleotide run of 15 Ts was 

found, but it was supported by multiple reads, so I tagged the run of bases as “Consensus 

is correct”. No unresolved SNPs were found and I ran BLAST to check for contamination 

but found no BLAST hits that matched 100% to my assembly, so I had confidence there 

was little to no contamination in my assembly. All the low consensus quality was 

addressed previously, as were the high quality discrepancies and single subclone regions. 

I also found all the single strand, single chemistry regions, as noted below, but none of 

them matched to any low quality discrepancy regions. 

 
Figure 21 No single strands were found in low quality regions 

 

Conclusion 

My fosmid clone 2594E18 was initially plagued by various issues, such as possible 

tandem repeats, a large gap, inconsistent mate pairs and high quality discrepancies. 

However, after many miniassemblies, ordering new reads, and incorporation of more 

reads from BLAST and BLAT, I was able to resolve most of the problems or at least lend 

greater confidence that my current fosmid, as seen in Figure 21, is correctly assembled. I 

was ultimately unable to pull back in the inconsistent reads without causing more 

inconsistencies, so they are still in my project, but as the reads were mostly smaller than 2 

kb, I did not tag them. I would have liked to have more time to do an Autofinish to add 
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more confidence to my assembly, but perhaps that could be another quick project for a 

summer finisher. 

Final Assembly 

 
Figure 22 Final Assembly View, inverted 
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